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Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Citigroup Inc. appreciates the opportunity to comment on the joint notice of proposed 
rulemaking implementing Section 619 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act, commonly known as the "Volcker Rule". In an effort to provide constructive 
feedback to the regulators on the proposal, Citi has engaged with the Agencies, submitted its 
own comment letters and has actively participated in the drafting of comment letters by certain 
industry trade associations. 

Citi's breadth of business lines and global footprint provide a unique perspective on the 
Volcker Rule and its implementation. We provide products and services to a global client base, 
and we are deeply involved in markets worldwide. Across this footprint, we pursue a client 
oriented business model - including in our trading businesses - which we believe is consistent 



with the core principles of the Volcker Rule. It is from this vantage point that we submit this 
comment letter. page 2. 

Executive Summary. 

We stand firmly behind the Volcker Rule's core principles of re-focusing trading 
businesses on the needs of customers and markets, while reducing potential risk to financial 
institutions and our financial system. We have been steadfast in this support since the Rule's 
legislative passage; however, we believe the proposal should be recalibrated to make it simpler, 
less burdensome to implement, and most importantly, consistent with preserving the 
functioning of global trading markets. 

The final version of the rule must give full effect to the statutory mandate of Section 619 
of the Dodd Frank Act, which permits market-making and related activities, including 
underwriting, hedging and trading on behalf of customers. These activities require a 
commitment of capital to markets and customers, but the current proposal overly limits banking 
entities' ability to commit such capital. 

In addition, the proposed rule is complex, with overlapping and imprecise compliance 
requirements, and does not provide sufficient clarity as to what type and level of activity is 
permissible, which itself may impair capital markets. This complexity will also make the 
proposal highly challenging to enforce or administer in a consistent manner. Beyond the need 
for clarity, we think there is also a need to maintain focus on the key goal of reducing risk in 
financial institutions. The complexity of the compliance infrastructure required by the proposed 
rule undermines that focus by effectively making the compliance program the primary 
implementation goal and the focus of regulatory examination and potential enforcement. 

These likely effects of the proposal are all the more concerning given the potential 
disparate application of the Volcker Rule to banking entities and markets across jurisdictions, 
potentially reducing liquidity and impairing segments of global and local trading markets 
Therefore, we propose a recalibrated approach, one that is simpler and clearer while still 
achieving the Volcker Rule's fundamental goals. 

We believe the final rule should be revised to require each institution to establish a risk 
architecture that prescribes a customer-focused business model for market-making and related 
activities. This risk architecture should include a comprehensive set of risk limits, selected and 
sized appropriately to a banking entity's client model, products and financial capacity. Use of 
risk limits and capital as benchmarks will assist horizontal comparisons across the industry and 
harmonize Volcker Rule compliance with the broader capital and regulatory risk management 
construct being developed internationally. This approach will focus market-making on servicing 
customers and ensuring safety and soundness. 

This risk architecture would be built during the conformance period provided by the 
statute (until at least July 2014). During this time, financial institutions and their regulators 
would engage in extensive dialogue regarding the overall compliance program, would structure 
requirements to avoid market dislocations and competitive disadvantages, and would refine any 
final requirements based on observations during this process. page 3. 



Below we expand on this suggested approach as well as the reasons why a new approach 
is necessary. 

Preserving Critical Liquidity in Global Markets. 

Section 619 of the Dodd-Frank Act explicitly permits underwriting, market-making-
related trading and other activities, recognizing the importance of these activities to U.S. and 
global financial markets. 

We believe that implementation of the proposal's narrow approach to capital 
commitment, combined with its extensive controls, multiple metrics and onerous compliance 
requirements, would unintentionally reduce liquidity in markets and impair the availability of 
credit. To avoid regulatory scrutiny related to accumulated inventory, market-makers are likely 
to reduce trades to a size and tenor that can be quickly sold or hedged. Market-makers are also 
likely to widen bid-ask spreads in an effort to improve their ability to exit positions quickly. We 
believe the proposal would not adequately preserve the very activities that Congress stated were 
critical and fundamental functions of financial institutions 

This reduction in market liquidity and associated expansion of spreads is likely to have 
real and direct implications to our economy. Over the longer term, increases in spreads will 
translate to higher costs to borrowers, including small and middle market companies that 
critically need to tap the capital markets. Securities issuances backed by mortgages, credit card 
receivables and auto loans will also have to offer higher returns, invariably leading to consumers 
being charged higher rates on these forms of consumer credit at a time when the economy 
remains fragile. At the same time, the value of securities, including those held by consumers and 
their 401(k) plans, are likely to decrease in value, having a material impact on overall wealth and 
consequently macroeconomic activity. 

While these impacts will be felt acutely in the U.S., they will also affect international 
markets, particularly those in their early stages of development. From our experience in 
international markets, the single most important driver for the effective development of trading 
markets is the commitment of capital to products and customers. Without such active 
participation by financial institutions, taking positions as principals in connection with market-
making-related and underwriting activities, markets will lack depth and will be more vulnerable 
to market disruptions and imbalances. Local markets and asset classes in their most fragile, early 
stages of development could experience the proposal's impact most acutely. 

The impact on the role and effectiveness of financial intermediaries has also been raised 
by other market observers, including international regulators. They believe market-making-
related activity will be impaired, with significant adverse consequences to the liquidity and 
vitality of local markets, well beyond the proposal's impact on non- U.S. sovereign securities. 
They too have therefore urged that the proposal be modified to preserve liquidity and capital 
commitment provided by market-making functions. 

Complexity Further Impairs the Effectiveness of the Proposal. 

The proposed rule also layers on significant complexity and imposes broad control 
processes and costs. We are concerned that the complexity of the compliance regime will, 



despite its intention, actually undermine compliance efforts. page 4. The proposed rule's set of 
overlapping and imprecise compliance requirements does not provide sufficient clarity to traders 
or financial institutions as to what types or levels of activities will be seen as permissible trading, 
which itself may impair capital markets. In addition, this complexity will make it challenging to 
enforce or administer compliance with any consistency across banking entities and jurisdictions. 

Beyond the need for clarity, we think there is also a need to maintain focus on the key 
goal of reducing risk in financial institutions. The complexity of the compliance and reporting 
infrastructure required by the proposed rule undermines that focus by effectively making the 
compliance program the primary implementation goal and the focus of regulatory examination 
and potential enforcement. We propose a recalibrated approach, one that is simpler and clearer 
while still achieving the Volcker Rule's fundamental goals. 

Principles of a More Effective Approach. 

We believe the final rules should build directly on the original core principles of the 
Volcker Rule by permitting financial institutions to purchase and maintain positions in market-
making-related trades, while limiting and managing the risk of such positions. The ownership of 
principal positions, and potential price appreciation of those positions, is very much within the 
business model of a customer-focused market-maker. The primary difference between 
proprietary trading and market-making is that the success of a market-maker depends upon 
managing its portfolio around what customers want to buy and sell, whereas a proprietary trader 
trades solely for its own account. But, market-makers must, of course, engage in several forms 
of principal position-taking to successfully handle customer demand. Similar to other consumer 
franchises, market-makers must keep inventory in stock to effectively service their clients. 
These market-making related activities not only involve buying and selling financial instruments 
with customers, but also obtaining positions in anticipation of customer flow, and trading in the 
market in order to understand liquidity, volatility, pricing and other market trends, so customer 
needs can be served quickly and efficiently. 

The success of a market-making business is based on both the level of client satisfaction 
with the services provided, as well as the ability to service clients at a profit. In all but the most 
liquid portions of the equity, rate and foreign exchange markets, profitability from bona fide 
market-making-related activity is significantly derived from price appreciation of inventory 
positions. Most markets, and even the most liquid markets, require a commitment of capital, the 
taking of inventory, and the potential for price appreciation or depreciation beyond a bid-ask 
spread for market makers to be sustainable. Market sectors such as the debt capital markets, 
especially in growth sectors of the economy, require commitment of capital to inventory because 
they are primarily characterized by trading in less liquid and less fungible instruments. Any 
requirement that revenue must be generated primarily from a bid-ask spread will especially 
inhibit these markets. Indeed, in most markets, it is almost impossible to objectively identify a 
bid-ask spread or to capture profit and loss solely from a bid-ask spread. 

While it is uncommon for the failure of a regulated financial institution to stem from 
principal risks taken in connection with market-making-related trading activity, we nonetheless 
believe these risks should be limited. The risk architecture we propose would not permit out-
sized open risk positions, and would focus on allowing only the amount of risk necessary to 



carry on market-making-related activity in various asset classes. page 5. We recommend that the 
regulations, and the regulators, focus not on an institution's ownership of principal positions and 
the potential for price appreciation in market-making-related transactions, but instead on whether 
the risks of price volatility are being limited and managed appropriately for the permitted 
activity. Comprehensive risk limits, sized appropriately to a bank's client model and financial 
capacity, are the key to focusing market making on servicing customers and ensuring safety and 
soundness. 

An Enhanced Risk Architecture Focused on Customer Needs and Risk Limits. 

We recommend that, in place of the complex rules in the proposal, each institution 
impacted by the Volcker Rule should be required to create a robust risk architecture that is 
designed for underwriting and market-making-related activity, but that maintains a strict focus 
on facilitating customer activity. Our alternative builds on the risk management infrastructure 
already present in institutions, thus leading to less complex and more efficient implementation, 
while at the same time requiring construction of an architecture that enhances existing 
procedures and addresses the purposes of the Volcker Rule. We strongly believe that building on 
existing risk limits and risk management systems will reduce the costs and complexity of the 
current proposal while enabling a robust compliance mechanism for the Volcker Rule. 

We would be happy to discuss and expand upon any aspects of our proposal in meetings 
with the Agencies, or in any other manner that the Agencies find efficient. 

Risk Measurement and Management. Our proposal starts with managing risk. The 
original and most basic intent behind the Volcker Rule is to reduce excessive risk taking in 
entities related to depository institutions, and an appropriate risk framework would accomplish 
the goals of the Volcker Rule without the complexity, cost and unintended consequences we 
describe above. We support appropriately calibrated risk-based metrics (in particular, value-at-
risk, risk factor sensitivities, and risk and position limits, as highlighted in Appendix A of the 
proposed rule). We respectfully but strongly believe that the other proposed metrics have a 
greater capacity to obscure rather than elucidate what is permitted activity. Risk-based metrics 
are the most important measure of compliance, and should be prioritized for study during any 
conformance period that follows the issuance of a final rule. 

A more limited set of metrics than in the proposed rule is required to reduce compliance 
complexity, inefficiencies, cost-ineffectiveness and irrelevant "noise" that may arise from the 
pursuit of too many multi-directional calculations. The multiple metrics proposed will make 
horizontal review, compliance transparency and enforcement difficult. By calibrating risk-based 
metrics to benchmark against the capital of an organization, as we discuss further below, there 
can be greater consistency of application across the industry and transparency into compliance. 

Sizing of Risk Limits. Appropriate calibration of this risk architecture requires 
consideration of a number of factors in order to size the limits for trading that provides liquidity 
to customers, while avoiding trading and hedging that do not further customer-focused market-
making-related activity. Our proposal would require institutions to create an architecture that is 
consistent with what is needed for market-making-related activity. For example, many asset 
classes, such as fixed income securities, need wider risk limits to provide sufficient time to 



manage the various risks of market-making-related transactions. page 6. Smaller limits may be 
appropriate for other asset classes. Sizing must also take into account appropriate inventory to 
be held in anticipation of customer demand. Calibration should also look to historical and 
modeled risk limits for similar assets, and specific market conditions and characteristics. 

More specifically, trading units would estimate expected levels of client trading, based on 
historical results, target product and customer lists, and target market share. Trading units would 
also estimate an appropriate amount of required inventory to support the level of client trading. 
Risk limits would then be set based on the estimated inventory and level of client trading. Limits 
would require that the amount of stress loss that could result from using the limit would be well 
within the amount of capital allocated to the trading unit and would still maintain profitability of 
the unit. 

An institution and its examiners would review these risk limits, as well as expected levels 
of market share, client trading and inventory, and compare them to actual results on a periodic 
basis. An open dialogue will enable regulators to ensure compliance with not only the letter but 
also the spirit of the law. 

Benchmarking of Risk Limits to Avoid Significant Losses to Capital. In addition to 
calibrating for customer-focused market-making-related activity, risk-based metrics should 
measure risk as a function of the capital of the organization. The only way to appropriately size 
risk limits or risk metric thresholds is to understand that losses should not have a significant 
impact on capital. By calculating acceptable risk tolerance in comparison to capital, our proposal 
would link Volcker Rule compliance to the broader regulatory architecture that is being 
implemented globally to address systemic risks. Not only is this important in developing a 
coherent and cohesive regulatory structure, it will drive consistency of application across 
institutions. 

Improvements in risk management and limiting of risk are a common theme throughout 
many of the new regulatory initiatives globally, including enhanced capital and liquidity 
requirements, stress testing, counterparty credit limits, swaps clearing, swaps transparency 
through public reporting and swap data repositories, increased required margin and capital for 
swaps, and related measures. Our proposal would complement these initiatives without resulting 
in the creation of a separate, un-integrated compliance framework. We also note that these new 
initiatives, and in particular new capital and liquidity requirements, would also create economic 
disincentives for engaging in proprietary trading. 

Customer Orientation. Each trading unit would establish high-level principles to focus 
the trading unit's activities and compensation on providing customers with the service, products 
and liquidity that they need. Management of the trading unit would define a unit's target 
customer base, which could include other dealers and market participants appropriate for the 
particular market. Management and control functions would also define permitted products for 
the trading unit. Traders would participate in training programs and certify on a periodic basis 
their understanding of the customer-facilitation principles. Management would evaluate the 
performance of traders based on return on capital and key customer-facilitation criteria, 
including focus on target customers, expertise in facilitating customer trades, customer 
satisfaction, ability to increase target customers and customer volume, ability to increase market 



share, adherence to the permitted product list, and satisfaction of internal and external 
compliance requirements. page 7. Flexibility would be incorporated into these policies and procedures 
to take into account the need to inventory positions in anticipation of customer demand and to 
trade in the inter-dealer market to hedge and develop efficient customer pricing parameters. 

Simplicity and Transparency. A simpler Volcker Rule compliance framework 
harmonized with the broader systemic capital/risk management construct will increase 
transparency and reduce overall regulatory complexity, compliance confusion and costs. 
Information relevant to the compliance infrastructure, including customer orientation policies 
and procedures, target customer and product lists, trade histories, and risk limit calibration 
methodology and analyses, would all be made available to examiners. Benchmarking 
calculations of capital requirements to common baseline portfolios, which Citi has recently 
proposed, coupled with a risk-limits-based compliance regime, will increase transparency and 
comparability among institutions for regulators and the public. Enhanced transparency will also 
enable regulators to ensure compliance with not only the letter but also the spirit of the law. 

Effective Use of the Conformance Periods for Implementation. 

We believe that it would be appropriate to provide a two-year conformance period after 
the effective date of a final rule. During this period, the Agencies should facilitate dialogue and 
education between the industry and regulators. We are confident that an open dialogue with our 
examiners about our proposed approach, and an iterative process for testing the calibration of 
risk metrics, will arrive at a compliance and risk limit framework consistent with preserving the 
health and liquidity of the capital markets, while adhering to the Volcker Rule's original purpose 
of eliminating prohibited proprietary trading. We also suggest that compliance be phased in, 
preferably by asset class, and additional time should be provided for overseas operations to 
adjust to the new rules in a way that does not create immediate competitive disadvantages. 

In sum, re- instating the explicit statutory mandate to preserve market-making-related 
trading, underwriting and customer facilitating activities, and focusing banking entities on risk 
management of market-making-related transactions, will ensure that U.S. and global markets can 
evolve and unintended consequences to customers are avoided. 

Additional Issues for Consideration. 

We also believe that the following topics require additional consideration. 

Foreign Branches of U.S. Institutions Should Be Deemed to be Non- U.S. Persons. 
Although foreign institutions that have U.S. banking operations are also covered by the Volcker 
Rule's restrictions, a statutory exemption is available for the activities they conduct solely 
outside the United States. However, the proposal would invoke the full brunt of restrictions on a 
foreign institution if its business transacts with U.S. persons. The proposed rule would treat our 
foreign branches as U.S. persons, even if the transaction occurs wholly outside the U.S. Given 
the choice between looking to other market participants and trading with a branch of a U.S. 
institution, foreign banks will be strongly incentivized to avoid dealings with us. 

Although this relates to provisions of the proposed rule regulating foreign banking 
organizations, the negative impact will be incurred primarily by U.S. institutions. This anomaly 



will shut our branches out of critical market flow that is necessary to make markets and assist our 
customers. page 8. The ability of our branches to manage their own risk will also be significantly 
curtailed as the number of potential counterparties is diminished. The impact will not be solely 
borne by trading functions, but will be felt by other areas of our operations, including liquidity 
and asset-liability management, credit risk management and FX/rate management. 

The proposal deviates from the definition in Regulation S, even though Regulation S also 
focuses on keeping certain securities activities offshore. The statute does not require such a 
determination with regard to our foreign branches, and this was not the intended policy behind 
the Volcker Rule. Indeed, operations of our non- U.S. branches would remain fully subject to the 
Volcker Rule. 

Trading in Foreign Sovereign Debt Should Be Exempt From the Application of the 
Volcker Rule. At a global institution such as Citi, we depend upon the continued robust liquidity 
of sovereign securities for numerous reasons not solely related to trading. For example, 
sovereign securities, as is the case in the U.S., are often the choice of local institutions and 
counterparties for the posting of collateral. Also, Citi often manages international rate and FX 
risk with transactions in sovereign bonds, particularly in our local operations. Local sovereign 
securities are also used for liquidity and asset-liability management in our operations in different 
countries. Therefore, we are concerned that an adverse impact on the liquidity of foreign 
sovereign securities will impair our ability to deal with customers and to manage our own risks. 

Foreign governments have weighed in with their concerns about liquidity of their 
markets. Notably, the Japan Financial Services Agency and Bank of Japan were not only 
concerned about the ability of Japan organizations to trade Japan Government Bonds, but also 
about the liquidity to their market provided by U.S. banking organizations. Global institutions 
facilitate the movement of global liquidity for instalments such as these. To the extent that 
traders of both U.S. and foreign banking organizations pull back from taking positions in 
sovereign securities for fear of regulatory scrutiny or to avoid accumulating inventory, the 
critical liquidity needed to support many credit risk management, and liquidity and asset-liability 
management functions will be significantly constrained. Further, in some markets, local 
regulations or market practice may require branches or subsidiaries located in that jurisdiction to 
hold, trade or support the government issuances of local sovereign securities. For these reasons, 
the Volcker Rule should contain an exemption for activities related to foreign sovereign debt 
securities. The Agencies have ample basis in the statute to provide exceptions that would 
promote the safety and soundness of institutions and the markets. Concerns regarding the quality 
of any particular issue of sovereign debt securities can be addressed through safety and 
soundness measures and the appropriate calibration of risk limits in consultation with examiners, 
as we propose above. 

Foreign Exchange Swap and Forward Transactions Should Be Exempt From the 
Application of the Volcker Rule. The Dodd-Frank Act signals an intent by Congress not to 
impede the functioning and liquidity of the foreign exchange markets. For example, Title VII of 
the Act explicitly permits the Treasury Secretary to exclude foreign exchange swaps and 
forwards for most Title VII purposes. The Treasury Secretary issued a proposal in April 2011 to 
grant this exclusion. In addition, the Agencies have rightly determined that the Volcker Rule is 
not applicable to spot foreign exchange transactions. page 9. 



Subjecting foreign exchange swaps and forwards to the Volcker Rule, however, will 
negatively affect the spot market. Foreign exchange forwards in particular are simply delayed 
spot transactions. Although foreign exchange is currently a highly liquid market, we are 
concerned that global banking organizations will be reluctant to take on the timing issues that 
occur as markets open and close around the globe for fear of regulatory scrutiny under the 
proposed rule. Any negative effects on liquidity and foreign exchange management will directly 
impair an activity that has been a core banking function for centuries - dealing in the exchange 
of currencies for customers. We request that the Agencies exempt foreign exchange swaps and 
forwards from the Volcker Rule. 

In addition to this comment letter, Citi has actively participated in the drafting of 
comment letters by certain industry trade associations that address more specific issues. Citi has 
also submitted, or is a named signatory, to the following comment letters: 

• Citi letter, dated January 27, 2012, on municipal agency/authority securities and 
tender option bonds; and 

Letter, dated February 13, 2012, from multiple banking entities on the applicability of 
the market-making-related permitted activities to fund interests. page 10. 



We would be happy to discuss any of these issues in greater depth should you wish to do so. 

Very truly yours, signed. 

Brian Leach 
Chief Risk Officer. 

cc; 

Department of the Treasury 
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20520 


